Position Summary:
EYA, an award winning residential builder/developer, is seeking an Architectural Intern in Bethesda, MD. This person will support the VP of Planning and Design in EYA’s Land Acquisition group. The main responsibility of this position will be drafting for conceptual design and land planning in residential and mixed use projects. This is an ideal role for someone who is in pursuit of an urban planning/urban studies/architecture degree and has a desire to apply the skills and technical learning they have received in school to exciting residential projects in the DC metro area.

Responsibilities:
• Create and modify architectural and land planning documents and renderings as directed by VP of Planning and Design.
• Complete drawing responsibilities within scope and schedule indicated by Land Acquisition team members.
• Follow EYA standards and procedures to ensure drawings are completed with quality and are consistent with the most current drafting practices.

Qualifications:
• Proficiency with; AutoCAD, Photoshop, Sketch Up, Hand Drawing Skills.
• Ability to work in a highly collaborative environment.
• Ability to efficiently meet deadlines.
• Effective verbal and written communication skills.

About EYA:
EYA was established in 1992 with the vision of building innovative urban neighborhoods to the highest standards. The company has made its name and reputation by creating high quality, lifestyle friendly, residential communities throughout the Washington Metropolitan Area. Consequently, no other homebuilder in the region has received more residential building and land planning awards.

In twenty years, EYA has constructed more than 4,000 homes in the cities of Alexandria and Washington D.C., and in Arlington, Montgomery, Prince George's, and Fairfax counties. Its development team has tackled some of the most challenging sites in the region, from building on the banks of the Potomac River to revitalizing passed-over neighborhoods. Today, the combination of convenient locations and classic architectural detailing ensures EYA homes—both old and new—are always in demand.
Like the communities we build, EYA homes are designed to stand the test of time. We are dedicated to meeting the needs of today's homebuyers; providing neighborhoods with a sense of place. A sense of pride. And a sense of excitement.

EYA is an equal opportunity employer.